
A map which overlays the most recent aerial visual variety and a pleasant mix of scenic vistas.
photograph of the forest can highlight: It is common to view wildlife such as deer along the

roads and in meadows, and occasionally see feral
"* areas of highest scenic beauty; hogs in managed forest clearings. The group lodge

and outdoor facility are sited on a lake with a com-
"* areas where scenic beauty could be enhanced by manding view of water and trees (Figure 11). Pic-

specific landscape treatments such as suggested nic areas are oriented towards scenic vistas which
in the previous section; and feature native flowering trees (Figure 12). Along

the highway the brush is mowed, and there are no
"* areas where management activities on or off the large signs or billboards which block the traveler's

property could result in an adverse visual im- view of the roadside forest landscape. A tasteful
pact. Keep in mind that certain management system of routed wood sign graphics provides excel-
practices such as reforestation, wildlife habitat lent directions for driving forest roads or walking
plantings, erosion control, and selected timber forest trails. Because of the size of the tract, the
harvesting for stand improvement or to open stand densities and a buffer zone around the prop-
specific vistas can provide opportunities for erty, the settings are serene as well as aesthetic.
visual enhancement of the property. Any one or a combination of these features could be

developed and managed on a forest steward's
Note on the map the most desirable line of sight property.

to each scenic beauty area. This establishes a point
of view and defines the key viewshed as it is best
seen from a road, trail, or picnic table. In other
words, the most attractive vista is framed for the
visitor through the location of a curve in the road or
trail, a clearing at a scenic turn-out, or the siting
and orientation of a building such as a group lodge
or rental cabin.

The final product will be a series of overlay maps
which can be used to aid the landowner in optimiz-
ing the most outstanding visual resources of the
property to enhance the attractiveness of the forest
for outdoor recreation. Keep in mind that the
higher the visual quality of the setting the higher
the quality of the recreation experience. People Figure 11. Forested picnic area at the University of Florida's
will pay more to recreate in areas which are not Austin Cary Forest.
only highly aesthetic but also highly serene, par-
ticularly when the serenity enhances the prospects
for frequent viewing of a variety of wildlife.

Aesthetics and environmental
enhancement in action

An excellent example of the application of recre-
ation, visual resource management and environ-
mental enhancement concepts can be found at
the Austin Cary Demonstration Forest near
Gainesville, Florida. Throughout the forest are
examples of scenic forest drives, buffer screening,
open meadow vistas, forest clearings planted with
flowering trees and shrubs, and aesthetically pleas-
ing erosion control treatments. The roads curve Figure 12. Scenic view as seen from lodge at University of
through the property providing the traveler with Florida's Austin Cary Forest.
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